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GROUP EQUATIONS WITH ABELIAN PREDICATES

LAURA CIOBANU AND ALBERT GARRETA

Abstract. In this paper we begin the systematic study of group equations with
abelian predicates in the main classes of groups where solving equations is possible.
We extend the line of work on word equations with length constraints, and more
generally, on extensions of the existential theory of semigroups, to the world of groups.

We use interpretability by equations to establish model-theoretic and algebraic
conditions which are sufficient to get undecidability. We apply our results to (non-
abelian) right-angled Artin groups, and show that the problem of solving equations
with abelian predicates is undecidable for these. We obtain the same result for
hyperbolic groups whose abelianisation has torsion-free rank at least two. By contrast,
we prove that in groups with finite abelianisation, the problem can be reduced to
solving equations with recognisable constraints, and so this is decidable in right-
angled Coxeter groups, or more generally, graph products of finite groups, as well as
hyperbolic groups with finite abelianisation.

1. Introduction

The study of equations in algebraic structures such as semigroups, groups or rings is
a fundamental topic in mathematics and theoretical computer science that finds itself
at the frontier between decidable and undecidable. In this paper we draw inspiration
from the extensive work on word equations with various length constraints [1, 6, 11,
15, 19] and consider equations in groups with similar (non-rational) constraints. The
term ‘word equations’ refers to equations in free monoids, and deciding algorithmically
whether a word equation has solutions satisfying certain linear length constraints is a
major open question: it has deep implications, both theoretical (if undecidable, it would
offer a new solution to Hilbert’s 10th problem about the satisfiability of polynomial
equations with integer coefficients) and practical, in the context of string solvers for
security analysis. We refer the reader to the surveys [3, 14] for an overview of the area
from several viewpoints, of both theoretical and applied nature.

We find similarities to word equations with length constraints, but also new terri-
tory, when entering the world of groups. The question of decidability of (systems of)
equations is widely known as the Diophantine Problem, and we denote it by DP , or
by DPpGq when it refers to a (semi)group G (see Section 2.1). We extend the DP

by requiring that the solution sets satisfy certain (non-rational) constraints, and study
this augmented problem in some of the most important classes of infinite groups for
which the DP is known to be decidable, such as right-angled Artin groups (also called
partially commutative groups) and more generally, graph products of groups, as well as
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2 LAURA CIOBANU AND ALBERT GARRETA

hyperbolic groups. Our motivation is twofold: first, explore extensions of the DP that
have not been systematically studied for groups before, and second, develop algebraic
and model-theoretic tools to supplement the combinatorial techniques used for solving
word equations with length constraints. By comparison, group equations with rational
constraints have been studied for over 20 years, and they proved to have remarkable
applications to other decision problems in groups, or to understanding the solution sets
of equations as formal languages [8, 9, 10, 12].

Among several types of length constraints (see Section 2.2), we focus on abelian
predicates (such as AbelianEq in [11]), which we also call abelianisation constraints,
and denote by ab. These constraints require that the ‘abelian form’ of the solutions,
where any two symbols commute, satisfies a given set of equations as well; equivalently,
the constraints can be viewed as equations in the abelianisation of G. We denote
this problem by pDP , abq. When referring to a specific structure G we use DPpG, abq,
and note that this can be seen as introducing an abelian predicate or relation to the
existential theory of G. Our main results are:

Theorem A. (Theorem 6.14) Let G be a right-angled Artin group that is not abelian.
Then DPpG, abq is undecidable.

Theorem B (7.10). Let G be a hyperbolic group with abelianisation of torsion-free
rank ě 2. Then DP pG, abq is undecidable.

The next theorem is a counterweight to the previous two, as it gives positive results
when the abelianisation is finite.

Theorem C. (Theorems 4.2, 4.3, 4.6) Let G be a group where the DP with recognis-
able constraints is decidable. Then DPpG, abq is decidable. In particular, this holds
if:

1. G is a hyperbolic group with finite abelianisation.
2. G is a graph product of finite groups, such as a right-angled Coxeter group.

The decidability of DPpG, abq when G has decidable DPpGq and its abelianisation
has torsion-free rank 1 remains an open problem. This applies, for example, to hy-
perbolic groups with first Betti number equal to 1, or to certain classes of one-relator
groups, including dihedral Artin groups and soluble Baumslag-Solitar groups (see Sec-
tion 8).

The paper interleaves algebra and model theory, and introduces tools that we hope
will lead to results for further classes of groups and possibly semigroups, and more
diverse length constraints. The main tool used to prove undecidability results in this
paper is interpretability using disjunctions of equations (i.e. positive existential formu-
las), or PE-interpretability, which allows us to translate one structure into another
and to reduce the Diophantine Problem from one structure to the other (Section 2.3).
The main reductions are to the Diophantine Problem in the ring of integers, which is
a classical undecidable problem (Hilbert’s 10th problem). We give a technical result
in Section 5 which enables us to encode the Diophantine Problem over the integers
into the Diophantine Problem with abelianisation constraints in a group, assuming
the group satisfies certain model-theoretic properties. This technical result (Lemma
5.3) is then applied to right-angled Artin groups and to hyperbolic groups with large
abelianisation.
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Our starting point is Büchi and Senger’s well-known paper [6], where they show that
(positive) integer addition and multiplication can be encoded into word equations in
the free semigroup Σ˚ on a finite alphabet Σ, when requiring that the solutions satisfy
an abelian predicate; by the undecidability of Hilbert’s 10th problem, such enhanced
word equations are also undecidable. In order to encode the multiplication in the ring
pZ, ‘, dq within a group or semigroup, they need two ‘independent’ elements, which
can be taken to be two of the free generators if the (semi)group is free. In non-free
groups we require the existence of two elements that play a similar role; however,
it is not enough to pick two generators, these elements also need to satisfy additional
properties with respect to the abelianisation. Finding such a pair of elements, which we
call abelian-primitive, is difficult or impossible for arbitrary groups, but in this paper
we show that they can be found in right-angled Artin groups and many hyperbolic
groups. A large part of the paper is concerned with defining, studying and finding
abelian-primitive generators, which are not well-defined in general.

The outline of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce notions of length and
exponent-sum functions associated to a generator in a group. We describe equations
in groups and the Diophantine Problem, together with several variants; in the variants
the solutions have to satisfy not just a system of equations in a chosen group, but
also certain constrains, such as rational, recognisable, or a set of equations in the
abelianisation (Section 2.2). We introduce definability by equations, or PE-definability,
and interpretability using equations, or PE-interpretability, in Section 2.3. This allows
us to translate one structure into another and to reduce the DP from one structure to
the other (Proposition 2.15). In Section 3 we give results for free groups and semigroups
following Büchi and Senger; although these results might be known to the experts and
get generalised in later sections, it is useful to see the basic idea in action for free
groups.

Section 4 provides an interesting contrast to the rest of the paper, in that we obtain
positive results for DPpG, abq for cases when G has finite abelianisation. In this case
the DPpG, abq can be reduced to the DPpGq with recognisable constraints, and we
showcase groups for which these problems are decidable. Section 5 provides the tech-
nical tools (Lemma 5.3) required to encode the Diophantine Problem over the integers
into a group Diophantine Problem with abelianisation constraints, if the group satis-
fies certain model-theoretic properties. We use this technical section to establish the
most involved result of the paper (Theorem 6.14) in Section 6, namely, that the DP

with abelianisation constraints is undecidable in (non-abelian) partially commutative
groups. In Section 7 we establish the main result for hyperbolic groups, and in the
final section we outline several of the many possible directions of future research that
naturally stem from this paper.

2. Preliminaries

Let Σ be a finite set, and let Σ˚ be the free monoid with basis Σ consisting of the
set of all (finite) words on Σ, and including the empty word. Let ||w|| denote the word
length of any w P Σ˚. For any a P Σ, let ||w||a count the number of occurrences of a in
w; for example, ||abab2||a “ 2. Define Σ´1 as the set of formal inverses of elements in
Σ and denote the free group with generating set Σ by F pΣq.
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For any group G, let ab : G Ñ Gab be the natural abelianisation map to Gab “ G{G1,
that is, the quotient of G by its commutator subgroup; Gab is a commutative group
which will decompose into an infinite part of the form Z

m, for some m ě 1, and a finite
abelian group H. The integer m is the free rank or first Betti number b1pGq of Gab,
and we write b1pGq “ m.

The analogous map ab : Σ˚ ÞÑ N
|Σ| for free monoids is called the Parikh map in

language theory.
Right-angled Artin groups (RAAGs). A class of groups that lie between the free
(non-abelian) and the free abelian groups are the right-angled Artin groups (RAAGs),
and we will use this short-hand notation henceforth. The most common way of de-
scribing a RAAG is via a finite undirected graph Γ with no auto-adjacent vertices (i.e.
no loops at any vertex) and no multiple edges between two vertices, and letting the
vertices of Γ be the generators of the RAAG GΓ based on Γ. The relations between
generators correspond to the edges: for every edge pu, vq in Γ we introduce the com-
muting relation uv “ vu. We will often write G instead of GΓ when the graph Γ is
unambiguous.

Example 2.1. Let Γ be the graph below with vertices ta, b, c, du and 3 edges. The
RAAG G “ GΓ based on Γ has the presentation xa, b, c, d | ra, bs “ rb, cs “ rc, ds “ 1y.

a
‚

b
‚

c
‚

d
‚ .

Length and exponent-sum. Every element g in a group G with finite generating set
Σ has a length |g|Σ, which is the word length ||.|| of a shortest word w representing g in
G. For example, the length of aba´1 in Z

2 with respect to ta, bu is |aba´1|Σ “ ||b|| “ 1.
For any generator x of F pΣq, the map |.|x : F pΣq Ñ Z represents the exponent-sum

of x in a word w; that is, |w|x “ ||w||x ´ ||w||x´1 , so for example |xyx´1y2|x “ 0.
One can define the exponent-sum of a generator x in an element g for certain (but
not all) groups beyond free groups, and then use the same notation |g|x, as we explain
next. The length and the image under abelianisation are well-defined for any element
in any finitely generated group. However, the situation regarding the exponent-sum (of
a generator) is more complicated. For example, if H is a group and x P H a generator
of order 5, then one may claim the exponent-sum of x in the element x3 to be 3; but
x3 “ x´2 in H, and in x´2 the exponent-sum of x appears to be ´2.

We give below sufficient conditions for the exponent-sum function to be well-defined.
Among other requirements, we need the groups to be infinite and have infinite abelian-
isation, and moreover, the generators for which we consider the exponent-sums to have
infinite order not just in the group, but also in the abelianisation.

Definition 2.2. Let G be a group generated by a set S, and let ab : G Ñ Gab be the
natural abelianisation map. Suppose b1pGabq ě 1, that is, Gab is infinite.

A subgroup K ď Gab is a Z - factor if K is isomorphic to Z and Gab “ K ˆ H for
some H ď Gab. If s P S is such that abpsq generates a Z - factor in Gab, we say that s

is abelian-primitive.
Note that any abelian-primitive element has infinite order in G.
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Example 2.3. All generators of a free group are abelian-primitive. More generally,
any group element corresponding to a vertex in the defining graph of a RAAG is
abelian-primitive.

We extend the definition of exponent-sum from free groups to any group G containing
abelian-primitive elements. Let π be the natural projection π : F pSq Ñ G, s P S be
abelian-primitive, and abspxq be the absolute value of x P Z (we use abs to avoid
confusion with the notation for length). For g P G we let the exponent-sum of s in g

be

|g|s :“ |wg|s, where wg P FS is such that

absp|wg|sq is minimal among w P F pSq such that πpwq “ g.

The next lemma shows that the exponent-sum function is well-defined.

Lemma 2.4. Let G be generated by S, and suppose wg, w1
g P F pSq are such that

wg ‰ w1
g, πpwgq “ πpw1

gq “ g, absp|wg|sq “ absp|wg1 |sq is minimal, and s is abelian-
primitive.

Then |wg|s “ |wg1 |s.

Proof. Suppose |wg|s ‰ |wg1 |s. Then |wg|s “ ´|wg1 |s ‰ 0. From the equality abpπpwgqq “

abpπpwg1 qq, solving for abpsq in Gab, one obtains pabpsqqt P H for some subgroup H

such that Gab “ xabpsqy ˆ H, contradicting the fact that s is abelian-primitive. �

Remark 2.5. In later sections of the paper we will need the following observation
for G with torsion-free abelianisation rank b1pGq ě 2. Suppose s1, s2 P G are abelian-
primitive generators such that xabps1qyXxabps2qy “ 1, or equivalently, xabps1q, abps2qy –
Z

2 in G{G1. Then s1s2 has infinite order in G and abps1s2q has infinite order in G{G1.
This follows immediately from noting that were s1s2 to have finite order, then

so would abps1s2q. But xabps1q, abps2qy cannot contain a torsion element, and since
abps1s2q P xabps1q, abps2qy, this contradicts abps1s2q being torsion.

The above definition of |g|s, altough a generalisation of the exponent-sum in a free
monoid or group, may seem rather unnatural due to the presence of the absolute value
function. Next we provide an equivalent, but more natural definition. All arguments
in this paper use this equivalent formulation for the notion of being abelian-primitive.

Lemma 2.6. Let G “ xSy be a group generated by a set S, and let s P S be abelian-
primitive, so that Gab – xabpsqy ˆ H – Z ˆ H. Then for each g P G there exists a
unique tg P Z and a unique cg P G such that g “ stg cg, abpcgq P H, and tg “ |g|s.

That is, for all g P G, the exponent-sum |g|s of s in g is precisely the exponent of
abpsq in the natural projection of g onto the abelianisation Gab “ xabpsqy ˆ H.

Proof. Let π : F pSq Ñ G be the natural projection of the free group F pSq onto G.
Throughout the proof, an element s P S “seen in” G will be denoted πpsq.

Let ab1 : F pSq Ñ Z
|S| be the natural projection of F pSq onto its abelianisation, and

similarly let ab : G Ñ G{G1. Additionally, let π1 : Z|S| Ñ G{G1 be an homomorphism
such that π1 ˝ ab1 “ ab ˝ π (where composition is applied from right to left). We claim
that π1 sends the subgroup xab1psqy isomorphically onto xabpπpsqqy. To prove the claim,
note that the homomorphism π1|xab

1psqy is onto. It suffices to prove that it is one-to-one.
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But this is clear because if ab1psqi belongs to the kernel of this homomorphism, then
πpsqi belongs to the kernel of ab, which forces i “ 0 since abpπpsqq has infinite order in
G{G1 because s is abelian-primitive. The claim is proved.

Now let g P G. Let wg P F pSq be such that |wg|s “ |g|s. It is clear from the definition
of abelian-primitive elements that there exist unique tg P Z and cg P G1 such that
g “ πpsqtg cg, with abpcgq P H, where H ď G{G1 is such that G{G1 “ xabpπpsqqy ˆ H.

We want to see that tg “ |wg|s. Indeed, it follows from the claim above and the
definition of tg that the exponent sum of ab1psq in the element ab1pwgq P ab1pF pSqq is
precisely tg, which can only occur if |wg|s “ tg. �

The following lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2.6 and will be used exten-
sively, often without precise reference. It allows us to compute |g|s by expressing g as
a product of generators and their inverses, and then summing over the exponent-sums
of s in such a product. The resulting value is independent of the chosen product for g.

Lemma 2.7 (| ¨ |s is a homomorphism). Let G “ xSy be a group, and let s P S be
abelian-primitive. Then | ¨ |s defines a group homomorphism | ¨ |s : G Ñ Z, that is

(1) |gh|s “ |g|s ` |h|s

for all g, h P G.

2.1. The Diophantine problem in groups and semigroups. Let x “ tX1, . . . , Xmu
be a set of variables, where m ě 1. For a group G, a finite system of equations in G over
the variables x is a finite subset E of the free product G ˚ F pxq, where F pxq is the free
group on x. If E “ tw1, . . . , wnu, then a solution to the system w1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wn “ 1 is
a homomorphism φ : G ˚ F pxq Ñ G, such that φpw1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ φpwnq “ 1G and φpgq “ g

for all g P G. If E has a solution, then it is satisfiable.

Example 2.8. Consider the system E “ tw1, w2u Ă F pa, bq ˚ F pX1, X2q over the free
group F pa, bq, where w1 “ X2

1 pababq´1, w2 “ X2X1X´1
2 X´1

1 ; we set w1 “ w2 “ 1,
which can be written as X2

1 “ abab, X2X1 “ X2X1. The solutions are φpX1q “
ab, φpX2q “ pabqk, k P Z.

For a group G, we say that systems of equations over G are decidable over G if there
is an algorithm to determine whether any given system is satisfiable. The question
of decidability of (systems of) equations is called the Diophantine Problem for G, and
denoted DPpGq.

2.2. The Diophantine Problem with constraints. Let Σ be a finite alphabet and
let S “ Σ˘1. Suppose G is a group generated by S, and let π : S˚ Ñ G be the
natural projection from the free monoid S˚ generated by S to G, taking a word over
the generators to the element it represents in the group.

A language is regular if it is recognised by a finite state automaton, as is standard.

Definition 2.9.

(1) A subset L of G is recognisable if the full preimage π´1pLq is a regular subset
of S˚.

(2) A subset L of G is rational if L is the image πpRq of a regular subset R of S˚.
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It follows immediately from the definition that recognisable subsets of G are rational.
Let E be a system of equations on variables x “ tX1, . . . , Xku in a (semi)group

G. The Diophantine Problem with rational or recognisable constraints asks about the
existence of solutions to E , with some of the variables restricted to taking values in
specified rational or recognisable sets.

We next attach three types of non-rational constraints to the Diophantine problem:

(1) We let DPpG, L) denote the DP with linear length constraints. A set of linear
length constraints is a system Θ of linear integer equations where the unknowns
correspond to the lengths of solutions to each variable Xi P x. Then DPpG, Lq
asks whether solutions to E exist for which the lengths satisfy the system Θ.

(2) Suppose the generators of G can be enumerated as S “ tgi | 1 ď i ď mu, with
each gi being abelian-primitive, and write |.|i for |.|gi

.
We let DPpG, t|.|iuiq denote the DP with linear exponent-sum constraints. A

set of exponent-sum constraints is a system Θ of linear Diophantine equations
where the unknowns correspond to the exponent-sums of generators in the
solutions to each variable Xi P x. Then DPpG, t|.|iuiq asks whether a solution
to E exists satisfying the system Θ.

This definition can be extended to the case where only a strict subset of S

are abelian-primitive by using unknowns in Θ that only correspond to abelian-
primitive generators.

(3) We write DPpG, abq for the DP where an abelian predicate is added, or equiv-
alently, abelianisation constraints are imposed. A set of abelianisation con-
straints is a system Θ of equations in the group Gab, and DPpG, abq asks
whether a solution to E exists such that the abelianisation of the solution sat-
isfies the system Θ in Gab.

Example 2.10. Consider the equation XaY 2bY ´1 “ 1 over variables X, Y in the free
group F pa, bq with length function |.| “ |.|ta,bu and abelianisation pZ2, `q.

(1) An instance of DPpF pa, bq, Lq is: decide whether there are any solutions px, yq
such that |x| “ |y| ` 2; the answer is yes, since px, yq “ pb´1a´1, 1q is a solution
with |x| “ |y| ` 2.

(2) An instance of DPpF pa, bq, t|.|a, |.|buq is: decide whether there are any solutions
px, yq such that |x|a “ 2|y|a ` |y|b and |x|b “ 3|y|b; the answer is ‘no’ by solving
a basic linear system over the integers with variables |x|a, |x|b, |y|a, |y|b and we
leave this as an exercise.

(3) An instance of DPpF pa, bq, abq is: decide whether there are any solutions px, yq
such that abpxq “ 3abpyq (we use additive notation for Z

2); the answer is no,
since abpxax2by´1q “ abpxq`abpyq`p1, 1q “ p0, 0q together with abpxq “ 3abpyq
lead to 4abpyq “ p´1, ´1q, which is not possible in Z

2.

Next we provide a brief formal and unifying description of the notions of “constraints”
and “relations”. A relation r in a group G can be specified as a subset of Sr Ď Gnr .
Then, a tuple pg1, . . . , grq satisfies the relation r if and only if pg1, . . . , grq P Sr. In
general, one can consider a set of relations R in a group G, and study the so-called
Diophantine Problem in G with R-constraints, denoted DpG, Rq. The instances to
this problem are systems of equations with constraints in pG, Rq, that is, systems of
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equations in G on variables x together with finitely many formal expressions of the form
rpw1pxq, . . . , wnr pxqq, where r P R, nr is the arity of r, and the wipxq are words on x
and possibly constant elements from G. A solution to such an instance is a solution
to the system of equations such that all expressions rpw1pxq, . . . , wnr pxqq are true (i.e.
the corresponding tuples of elements belong to Sr) after replacing each variable by its
corresponding value. For example, the three problems DPpG, Lq, DPpG, t| ¨ |iuiq and
DPpG, abq can be formulated in this manner; for DPpG, abq we think of ab as the
relation determined by the set Sab “ tpg, hq P G2 | abpgq “ abphqu.

The following will be used later in the paper.

Lemma 2.11. Let G1 and G2 be two groups, and suppose that DPpG1, abq is undecid-
able. Then DPpG1 ˆ G2, abq is also undecidable.

Proof. Let G “ G1 ˆ G2. Let π1 and π2 be the natural projections of G onto G1

and G2. Let wpx1, . . . , xnq “ 1 be an equation in G. Then g1, . . . , gn P G forms a
solution to such an equation if and only if wpπipg1q, . . . , πipgnqq “ 1Gi

for both i “ 1, 2.
Since G{G1 – G1{G1

1 ˆ G2{G1
2, an analogous statement holds for any equation in the

abelianisation G{G1. The lemma follows immediately from these observations. �

2.3. Interpretability. Here we define interpretability by positive existential formulas
(PE-interpretability). This gives a partial order between algebraic structures which
implies reducibility of the Diophantine Problem from one structure to the other. A
positive existential formula in a language L is a first-order formula which can be written
using only existential quantifiers, disjunctions, conjunctions, equality, and the symbols
from L (possibly with an extended set of constants). It is well known that such a
formula is logically equivalent to a disjunction of systems of equations. This explains
the terminology used in Definition 2.12. This equivalence will be used extensively
throughout the paper without further referring to it, and we will sometimes identify
the concepts “positive existential formula” with “disjunction of systems of equations”.

We restrict ourselves to groups and rings, although all definitions can be generalised
to arbitrary algebraic structures, and make the convention that all logical formulas are
allowed to use any number of constants from the group or ring considered.

Given a group G, we will denote its operation by ¨G, and its identity element by
1G. We will use non-cursive boldface letters to denote tuples of elements: e.g. a “
pa1, . . . , anq.

A relation r in G is a subset of Gn for some n ą 0. The number n is called the arity
of r. A tuple of elements pg1, . . . , gnq is said to satisfy the relation if it belongs to r.

Definition 2.12. Let G be a group and let R be a set of relations in G.
A set D Ă G ˆ m. . . ˆ G “ Gm is called definable by positive existential formu-

las in pG, Rq, or PE-definable in pG, Rq, if there exist finitely many (finite) systems
ED,1, . . . , ED,r of equations with constraints in pG, Rq, variables px1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , ykq “
px, yq, and constants from G, satisfying the following:

‚ a tuple a P Gm is in D if and only if there exists i P t1, . . . , ru such that the
system ED,ipa, yq on variables y has a solution in G.

In this case ED,i is said to PE-define D in G.
If R “ H then we simply say that D is PE-definable in G.
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Example 2.13. A typical PE-definable set in a monoid or a group G is the centraliser
of an element g, that is, the set CGpgq “ th P G | gh “ hgu; an element x P G belongs
to CGpgq if and only if x is a solution to the equation xg “ gx.

Another classical example is the centre ZpGq “ tg P G | gh “ hg @h P Gu of a group
G generated by a finite set tg1, . . . , gnu. Indeed, an element x P ZpGq if and only if x

satisfies the system of equations rx, g1s “ 1, . . . , rx, gns “ 1.

The use of disjunctions of systems allows us to work comfortably with unions of
PE-definable sets: if S1 and S2 are PE-defined in G and Φ1, Φ2 are two disjunctions of
systems of equations PE-defining these sets, then Φ1 _ Φ2 is again a PE-formula, and
it PE-defines S1 Y S2.

Definition 2.14. Let G and H be groups and let RG and RH be sets of relations in
G and H, respectively. We say that pH, RHq is PE-interpretable in pG, RGq if there
exists n P N, a subset D Ď Gn and an onto map (called the interpreting map)

φ : D ։ H,

satisfying the following conditions.

(1) D is PE-definable in pG, RGq.
(2) The preimage under φ of the operation ¨H , that is, the set

tpφ´1px1q, φ´1px2q, φ´1px3qq | x1 ¨H x2 “ x3, x1, x2, x3 P Hu,

is PE-definable in pG, RGq.
In this case we say that the operation ¨H is PE-definable in pG, RGq.

(3) The preimage under φ of the graph of the equality relation in H, namely the
set tpφ´1px1q, φ´1px2qq | x1 “ x2, x1, x2 P Huq, is PE-definable in pG, RGq.

(4) For each relation r P RH with arity tr, the preimage under φ of the graph
of r, namely the set tpφ´1px1q, . . . , φ´1pxtr qq | x1, . . . , xtr P H satisfy ru, is
PE-definable in pG, RGq.

In this case we say that the relation r is PE-definable in pG, RGq.

In this paper all PE-interpretations have n “ 1.
One can establish the analogous notion of a ring R which is PE-interpretable in

pG, Rq. The definition in this case is analogous, requiring the preimages of the graphs
of the ring sum, multiplication, and the equality relation, to be PE-definable in pG, Rq.

If RG “ H then we simply speak of PE-interpretability in G.

Proposition 2.15. (Reduction of Diophantine problems) Let G be a group and let RG

be a set of relations in G. Let M be either a ring or a group, and let RM be a set of
relations in M .

If the structure pM, RM q is PE-interpretable in pG, RGq, then DPpM, RM q is re-
ducible to DPpG, RGq. Consequently, if DPpM, RM q is undecidable, then DPpG, RGq
is undecidable as well.

The result of Proposition 2.15 is a direct consequence of the following lemma, which,
roughly, states that when a structure M1 is PE-interpretable in a second structure
M2, then one can “rewrite” any disjunctions of systems of equations with relations (or
constraints) in M1 as an equivalent disjunction of systems of equations with relations in
M2. Lemma 2.16 is a variation of well-known results from model theory, and the proof
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presented here essentially follows step-by-step the proofs of such well-known results,
such as Theorem 5.3.2 in [18]. The proof can be easily adapted to the case that we are
PE-interpreting a ring R into a group enriched with relations.

Lemma 2.16. Let pG, RGq and pH, RHq be two groups enriched with relations RG, RH ,
respectively. Let φ be an interpreting map of pH, RHq into pG, RGq, with φ : D Ď
Gn Ñ H (see Definition 2.14). Let σpxq “ σpx1, . . . , xnq be an arbitrary disjunction of
systems of equations with constraints in pH, RHq.

Then there exists a disjunction of systems of equations with constraints Σσpyq in
pG, RGq, such that a tuple pb1, . . . , bnq P Gn is a solution to Σσpy1, . . . , ynq if and only
if pb1, . . . , bnq P D and φpb1, . . . , bnq is a solution to σ.

Proof. (of Lemma 2.16) We can assume without loss of generality, and we do so, that
σ consists of a single system of equations with constraints.

We claim that, by introducing new variables and new equations, we can rewrite σ so
that σ consists of equations σ1, . . . , σm with the following property: For all i “ 1, . . . , m,
σi is either of the form z “ xy, x “ y, x “ h, or rpx1, . . . , xnr q for some variables
x, y, z, x1, . . . , xnr , some constant element h P H, and some relation r P RH of arity nr.
The lemma follows from the claim, since by the definition of PE-interpretability, the
present lemma is true for each of σi, i “ 1, . . . , m. Hence, it suffices to take Σσ to be
Σσ1

^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Σσn .
We now prove the claim. We proceed by induction on the syntactic length (i.e. the

number of symbols) |σ| of σ, the base cases being immediate by, again, the definition of
PE-interpretability. It suffices to prove the claim in the case that σ consists of a single
equation or relation (i.e. m “ 1), since once this is proved, if there are ą 1 equations
or relations, we can apply this case separately for each equation or relation.

First of all, assume that σ consists of a single equation, not of one of the desired short
forms. Since we are working over groups (or rings), we can assume that σ has the form
wpx1, . . . , xnq “ 1 for some word w with constants and variables x1, . . . , xn. We will
omit the references to the variables x1, . . . , xn to make the presentation more readable.
Let t1, t2 be the first two symbols of w, and let w1 be a word such that w “ t1t2w1. We
can rewrite σ into the equivalent system of equations t1t2y “ 1 ^ y´1w1 “ 1, where y

is a new variable. The syntactic length of each one of these equations is strictly less
than |σ|, and then we can proceed by induction.

If σ consists of a single relation, then it has the form rpw1px1q, . . . , wnr pxnr qqq for
some relation r P RH of arity nr and some tuples of variables x1, . . . , xnr (that is, each
xi is a tuple of variables). In this case one can proceed similarly by rewriting the word
w1 in an analogous way as the word w was rewritten in the previous case, obtaining
an equivalent conjunction of equations and relations of the form rpt1t2y, w2, . . . , wnr q^
y´1w1

1 “ 1, where t1 and t2 are the first two symbols of w1 (again, we have omitted
writing down the variables). Each one of the two terms in this conjunction has syntactic
length smaller than |σ|, and again we can proceed by induction. This proves the
claim. �

Proposition 2.15 is well-known if one replaces disjunctions of equations by first-order
formulas, and the problems DPpM, RM q and DPpG, RGq by the elementary theory
of M enriched with relations RM and G enriched with relations RG (see Theorem
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5.3.2 of [18] and its consequences). Replacing, in [18, Theorem 5.3.2], first-order for-
mulas by finite disjunctions of equations with relations, and elementary theories by the
appropriate Diophantine problems with relations, gives Proposition 2.15.

3. Results for free groups and free monoids

The results in this section will be generalised later in the paper and might be known
to the experts, but the simpler arguments for free groups are worth including here. We
use the ideas in [6] to encode addition and multiplication in Z into the DPpF pΣq, abq,
and by the undecidability of Hilbert’s 10th, get the same result for free groups. The
starting point is the result for free monoids below.

Theorem 3.1 ([6], Cor. 4). The Diophantine problems DPpΣ˚, abq and DPpΣ˚, t||.||iuiq
are undecidable.

Lemma 3.2 shows that there are connections between the Diophantine Problems with
different kinds of constraints, when working with free monoids or free groups. These
connections can be established by interpretability.

Lemma 3.2. Let Σ “ tsi | 1 ď i ď mu be the set of generators of Σ˚ or F pΣq.

(a) The DPpF pΣq, t|.|iui) is decidable if and only if the DPpF pΣq, ab) is decidable.
(b) Similarly, DPpΣ˚, t||.||iui) is decidable if and only if DPpΣ˚, ab) is decidable,

and the decidability of these problems implies the decidability of DPpΣ˚, L).

Proof. (a) The decidability of DPpF pΣq, t|.|iuq clearly implies the same for DPpF pΣq, abq.
Conversely, we prove that each |.|i can be interpreted by a system of equations in

(F pΣq, ab). Indeed, two elements x, y satisfy |x|i “ |y|i if and only if there exist elements
x1, y1 P xs1y ¨ ¨ ¨ xsi´1y ¨ xsi`1y ¨ ¨ ¨ xsny and w P xsiy such that abpxq “ abpwx1q ^ abpyq “
abpwy1q. Since the centraliser of any generator sk in a free group is xsky (infinite cyclic
and generated by sk), we can express the above equivalently as: |x|i “ |y|i if and only
if there exist z1, . . . , zi´1, zi`1, . . . , zn, u1, . . . , ui´1, ui`1, . . . , un, w, x1, y1 such that

ľ

j‰i

rzj , sjs “ 1 ^
ľ

j‰i

ruj , sjs “ 1 ^ rw, sis “ 1 ^

x1 “
ź

j‰i

zi ^ y1 “
ź

j‰i

ui ^ abpxq “ abpwx1q ^ abpyq “ abpwy1q.

Hence | ¨ |i is PE-interpretable in pF pΣq, abq for all i “ 1, . . . , n. It follows that
DPpF pΣq, t|.|iuiq is reducible to DPpF pΣq, abq.

(b) For free monoids this is proved in [6]. �

The decidability of DPpΣ˚, Lq in Lemma 3.2(b) is a major open problem in theoreti-
cal computer science (see [11]). However, 3.2 does not have any consequences regarding
DPpΣ˚, Lq since DPpΣ˚, abq and DPpΣ˚, t||.||iuiq are undecidable.

Theorem 3.3. The DPpF pΣq, abq and DPpF pΣq, t|.|iuiq are undecidable if |Σ| ě 2.

Proof. As before, let Σ “ tsi | 1 ď i ď mu be the set of generators of F pΣq.
By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove that DPpF pΣq, t|.|iuiq is undecidable. To prove

this we interpret the ring pZ, ‘, dq – ptst | t P Zu, ‘, dq into pF pΣq, t|.|iuiq, where
s “ s1 P Σ. We define st1 ‘st2 “def st1`t2 and st1 dst2 “def st1t2 . We need to establish
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the sets, maps and conditions of Defintion 2.14: to start with, the interpreting map φ

is the natural bijection between D “ tst | t P Zu and Z, and n “ 1.
The set D is defined by the equation rx, ss “ 1, the operation ‘ coincides with

the group multiplication in F pΣq, and the equality relation on D is also trivially PE-
definable. Hence the abelian group ptst | t P Zu, ‘q is PE-interpretable in F pΣq.

We now PE-interpret d, that is, we show that the set tpst1 , st2 , st3q | t1t2 “ t3, ti P Zu
is PE-definable in pF pΣq, t|.|iuiq. Write ai “ stip“ sti

1 q for ti P Z (i “ 1, 2, 3). We claim
that a1, a2, a3 P D satisfy a1 d a2 “ a3 if and only if there exist b, c P F pΣq such that

(2) rb, s2s “ 1 ^ rc, s1bs “ 1 ^ |a1|s1
“ |b|s2

^ |a2|s1
“ |c|s1

^ |a3|s1
“ |c|s2

.

Once the claim is proved, we obtain by definition that (the graph of) d is PE-definable
in pF pΣq, t|.|iuiq.

We prove first the converse of the claim. Let b, c be elements satisfying the above
equations with exponent-sum constraints. Then b “ st1

2 and c “ ps1st1

2 qt2 , and the last

equality implies that t3 “ |ps1st1

2 qt2 |s2
“ t1t2. Hence a1 d a2 “ a3.

For the direct implication, suppose a1 d a2 “ a3, so t3 “ t1t2, and take b “ st1

2 , c “
ps1bqt2 . Then b, c satisfy (2). �

Remark 3.4. We make two observations concerning the proof of Lemma 3.2 that will
be relevant later, especially for what we call the Technical Lemma 5.3.

First, note that the interpretability of integer multiplication d in the proof above is
possible because the set tps1st1

2 qt2 | t1, t2 P Zu is PE-definable in the free group F pΣq.
Second, in the proof above we interpreted the ring pZ, ‘, dq in pF pΣq, t|.|iuiq. How-

ever, in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we show that t|.|iui is PE-interpretable in pF pΣq, abq,
so we can also interpret the ring pZ, ‘, dq in pF pΣq, abq.

4. Groups with finite abelianisation

Let Gab “ G{G1 be the abelianisation of G. In this section we show that solving the
DPpG, abq can be reduced, when Gab is finite, to solving the Diophantine Problem in
G with recognisable constraints (see Definition 2.9). We then apply this to important
classes of groups where DP with recognisable constraints is known to be decidable, such
as hyperbolic groups with finite abelianisation and graph products of finite groups.

Remark 4.1. By [17, Proposition 6.3] a subset of a group G is recognisable if and only
if it is a union of cosets of a subgroup of finite index in G, and hence a union of cosets
of a normal subgroup of finite index (the core of a finite index subgroup will be both
normal in G and of finite index in G); recognisability is independent of the choice of
generating set for G.

Proposition 4.2. Let G be a group with finite abelianisation. Then DPpG, abq is
reducible to the Diophantine Problem in G with recognisable constraints.

Proof. Let ab : G Ñ Gab be the natural abelian projection to Gab “ G{G1, which is
finite; this implies that G1 has finite index, and so any coset of G1 is recognisable by
Remark 4.1. Let E be a system of equations on variables x “ tX1, . . . , Xku in G with
abelian constraints A consisting of a system of equations over x in Gab.

We claim that any equation in A can be seen as a recognisable constraint imposed
on E . Because of the commutativity of Gab, any equation in A can be rewritten as
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W pxq “ α, where W pxq is a constant-free word on the variables x and α P Gab.
We introduce a new variable Z for each such W pxq, and set Z “ α (which implies
W pxq “ Z), so that we can more easily apply constraints to Z instead of W pxq below;
let x1 be the expanded set of variables for E 1, which includes the new Z variables, and
consists of E together with the newly introduced equations Z “ α. Then W pxq “ α

holds in Gab if and only if Z P ab´1pαq. This is equivalent to Z P αG1, that is, Z belongs
to a coset of the commutator subgroup G1. Since any coset of G1 is recognisable, all
equations in A can be seen as recognisable constrains imposed on the set of variables
x1 (more precisely, on the variables in x1 that do not belong to x). �

Hyperbolic groups have been studied extensively in geometric group theory, and the
Diophantine Problem is known to be decidable by work of Rips & Sela [21] in the
torsion-free case and Dahmani & Guirardel [10] in the general case. We do not give
the definitions and background on hyperbolic groups here, but refer the reader to [2].

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a hyperbolic group with finite abelianisation. Then DPpG, abq
is decidable.

For the following proof we will need to recall an important concept from [10].

Definition 4.4. Let S be a finite symmetric generating set for G.

(1) A regular subset L1 of S˚ is quasi-isometrically embedded (q.i. embedded) in G

if there exist λ ě 1 and µ ě 0 such that, for any w P L1, |πpwq|G ě 1
λ

|w| ´ µ.

(2) A rational subset L of G is quasi-isometrically embeddable (q.i. embeddable) in
G if there exists a quasi-isometrically embedded regular subset L1 of S˚ such
that πpL1q “ L.

Proof. (of Theorem 4.3 ) The Diophantine Problem with quasi-isometrically embed-
dable rational constraints is decidable in hyperbolic groups by [10].

We will show that a recognisable set L Ă G can be made to quasi-isometrically
embed: let QGeopG, µ, λq be the set of pλ, µq-quasi-geodedics over S, which is known
to be regular, and consider the set P “ π´1pLq X QGeopG, µ, λq. Then P is a regular
set, as the intersection of two regular sets, and πpP q “ L. Since the abelianisation Gab

of G is finite, the theorem follows from Proposition 4.2 and [10]. �

Graph products of groups are another widely studied class of groups, and the graph
product construction generalises both direct and free products. As in the case of
RAAGs, we start with a finite undirected graph Γ with no loops at any vertex and no
multiple edges between two vertices. We associate a group to each vertex of Γ, and let
the graph product GΓ be the group whose generator set is the union of the vertex group
generators, and the relations consist of the relations in the vertex groups together with
commuting relations between the generators of any vertex groups connected by an edge
in Γ. RAAGs are simply graph products where each vertex group is equal to Z.

Example 4.5. Let Γ be the graph below with vertex groups G1, G2, G3, G4, where Gi is
the cyclic group of order 2i generated by xi. The graph product GΓ based on Γ has the
presentation xx1, x2, x3, x4 | rx1, x2s “ rx2, x3s “ rx3, x4s “ 1, x2

1 “ x4
2 “ x6

3 “ x8
4 “ 1y;

the abelianisation of GΓ is the direct product C2 ˆ C4 ˆ C6 ˆ C8 of finite cyclic groups
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of orders 2, 4, 6, 8, respectively.

G1

‚
G2

‚
G3

‚
G4

‚ .

Theorem 4.6. Let G be a graph product of finite groups. Then DPpG, abq is decidable.

Proof. Equations with recognisable constraints in graph products of finite groups are
decidable by Diekert and Lohrey’s work [13], and since a graph product of finite groups
has finite abelianisation, the theorem follows from Proposition 4.2. �

The following is a consequence of Theorem 4.6, since right-angled Coxeter groups
are graph products where each vertex group is equal to the cyclic group of order two
C2.

Corollary 4.7. Let G be a right-angled Coxeter group. Then DPpG, abq is decidable.

5. Interpreting the ring Z via the Diophantine Problem with abelian
constraints

In this section we present a general technical result (Lemma 5.3) that will allow us
to obtain undecidability of the DPpG, abq for all non-abelian RAAGs and hyperbolic
groups with ‘large’ abelianisation, that is, b1pGq ě 2.

Definition 5.1. Let G be a group generated by a finite set S.

(1) If X Ď S is a subset of abelian-primitive elements, let RX “ RXp¨, ¨q be the
binary relation defined as: g, h P G satisfy RX if and only if |g|x “ |h|x for all
x P X.

We will simply write Rs if X “ tsu consists of a single element.
(2) For any distinct abelian-primitive elements s, t P S let Rs,t “ Rs,tp¨, ¨q be the

binary relation defined as: g, h P G satisfy Rs,t if and only if |g|s “ |h|t.

Recall that an n-ary relation R in G is PE-definable in G if the set

tpg1, . . . , gnq P Gn | pg1, . . . , gnq satisfies Ru

is PE-definable in G.
We begin with the following basic observation.

Lemma 5.2. Let G be a group generated by a set S, let ts1, . . . , stu Ď S be a set of
abelian-primitive generators, and let

Ks1,...,st :“ tg P G | |g|si
“ 0 @i “ 1, . . . , tu.

Then Ks1,...,st is a normal subgroup of G, and for each g P G there exists kg P Ks1,...,st

such that g “ kgΠt
i“1s

|g|si

i .

Proof. The normality of Ks1,...,st follows from the fact that | ¨ |si
is a homomorphism

(Lemma 2.7) with kernel Ksi
, and Ks1,...,st “

Ş

i“1...t Ksi
. The last part of the lemma

follows once we note that G1 ď Ks1,...,st, which implies G{Ks1,...,st is abelian; thus,
modulo Ks1,...,st, the si letters can be shuffled and placed in any order required, and so

g can be written as kgΠt
i“1s

|g|si

i , where kg P Ks1,...,st. �
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The following lemma is an abstraction of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem
3.3 about the undecidability of DPpF pSq, abq, and its complicated form is required for
the proofs involving RAAGs. In the case of hyperbolic groups the conjugating elements
hg from Lemma 5.3 (3) do not occur, and for free groups this has an even simpler form.
Remark 3.4 suggests how the free group is a special case of the lemma below: Item (1)
is satisfied because all | ¨ |i are PE-interpretable in pF pΣq, abq, so the relations Rs1

, Rs2
,

and Rs1,s2
are PE-definable in pF pΣq, abq; for Item (2) we can take hg to be trivial, and

we do not need to include Ks1,s2
in the set described by (3).

Lemma 5.3 (General technical lemma). Let G be a group generated by a set S. Let
s1, s2 P S be abelian-primitive elements with s1 ‰ s2. Suppose that a group G satisfies
(1) and (2) (which is equivalent to (2’)). Then the problem DPpG, abq is undecidable.

(1) The relations Rs1
, Rs2

, and Rs1,s2
are PE-definable in pG, abq.

(2) There exists a disjunction
Žm

i“1 Σipz, x, y1, . . . , ynq of systems Σi of equations
on variables z, x, y1, . . . , yn, such that for each g P Ks1

there exists hg P G

satisfying: the disjunction of systems
Žm

i“1 Σipg, x, y1, . . . , ynq PE-defines in
pG, abq the set

(3) h´1
g tps1s

|g|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2
hg Ď G.

(2’) By definition, (2) is equivalent to: a tuple px1, y1
1, . . . , y1

nq is a solution to some
of the systems of equations Σipg, x, y1, . . . , ynq (i “ 1, . . . , m) if and only if

x1 P h´1
g tps1s

|g|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2
hg.

Proof. We will PE-interpret the ring pZ, `, ¨q in pG, abq. As interpretation map we use
| ¨ |s1

: G Ñ Z. The preimage under this map of the equality relation in Z, i.e. of the
set

tpg, hq P G ˆ G | |g|s1
“ |h|s1

u,

is PE-definable in pG, abq, because the relation Rs1
is by (1).

We now PE-define in G the preimage by | ¨ |s1
of integer addition, namely the set

S` “ tpg1, g2, g3q P G3 | |g1|s1
` |g2|s1

“ |g3|s1
u.

We claim that a tuple pg1, g2, g3q P G3 belongs to S` if and only if g3Ks1
“ g1g2Ks1

.
Indeed, if g3Ks1

“ g1g2Ks1
, then g3 “ g1g2k for some k P Ks1

, so |g3|s1
“ |g1g2k|s1

“
|g1|s1

` |g2|s1
, where for the second equality we used Lemma 2.7. Conversely, if |g1|s1

`
|g2|s1

“ |g3|s1
then |g1|s1

` |g2|s2
“ |g1g2|s1

“ |g3|s1
, hence |g1g2g´1

3 |s1
“ 0 and so

g1g2g´1
3 P Ks1

, and the claim follows. By the claim, we have S` “ tpg1, g2, g3q P G3 |
g1g2g´1

3 P Ks1
u. It now follows from the fact that Ks1

is PE-definable in G that S` is
also PE-definable Ks1

in G.
We next PE-define in pG, abq the preimage under | ¨ |s1

of integer multiplication, i.e.
of the set

Sd “ tpg1, g2, g3q P G3 | |g1|s1
¨ |g2|s1

“ |g3|s1
u.
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We claim that three elements ai P G, i “ 1, 2, 3, belong to Sd if and only if there
exist b, c P G such that

˜

G ( Dy1 . . . Dyn,

m
ł

i“1

Σipb, c, y1, . . . , ynq

¸

^(4)

^ p|a1|s1
“ |b|s2

q ^ p|b|s1
“ 0q ^ p|a2|s1

“ |c|s1
q ^ p|a3|s1

“ |c|s2
q .(5)

If we let ti :“ |ai|s1
, where ti (i “ 1, 2, 3) are integers, note that by the definition of Sd

we have a1, a2, a3 P Sd if and only if t3 “ t1t2.
We first prove the converse of the claim. Let b, c be elements satisfying (4) and (5).

Then |b|s2
“ t1 and |b|s1

“ 0. Due to the assumption (2) in the lemma, we have

c “ h´1
g ps1s

|b|s2

2 qtkhg “ h´1
g ps1st1

2 qtkhg

for some t P Z and k P Ks1,s2
since c is part of a solution to some of the Σi systems. By

the additivity of | ¨ |s1
(Lemma 2.7) we get that |c|s1

“ t, and from |c|s1
“ |a2|s1

“ t2

we have t “ t2. Moreover, again by additivity of | ¨ |s2
, we obtain |c|s2

“ t1t “ t1t2. The
equality |c|s2

“ |a3|s1
“ t3 in (5) now implies that t3 “ t1t2, as required.

To prove the direct implication of the claim, suppose a1, a2, a3 P Sd, so t3 “ t1t2.
Take b “ st1

2 , c “ h´1
b ps1bqt2hb (where hb is the element hg given in Item 2 of the

statement of the lemma when taking g “ b). It is straightforward to verify that these
elements satisfy the conditions from (5). To check that b, c satisfy (4), we must show
that there exist y1, . . . , yn P G that form a solution to one of the systems of equations
Σipb, c, y1, . . . , ynq (i “ 1, . . . , m). By assumption, a tuple px1, y1

1, . . . , y1
nq is a solution

to some of the systems Σipb, x, y1, . . . , ynq (i “ 1, . . . , m) if and only if

x1 P h´1
b tps1s

|b|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2
hb.

We will argue that for any tuple of elements py1, . . . , ynq P G we have that y1, . . . , yn is
a solution to one of the systems Σipb, c, y1, . . . , ynq (i “ 1, . . . , m). Indeed, we have

c “ h´1
b ps1s

|b|s2

2 qt2hb P h´1
b tps1s

|b|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2
hb,

hence pc, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq is a solution to some of the systems Σipb, x, y1, . . . , ynq (i “
1, . . . , m) for any tuple of elements y1, . . . , yn This completes the proof of the claim.

The proof of the lemma now follows from the fact that all conditions appearing in (4)
are PE-definable in pG, abq by the assumptions (1) in the statement of the lemma. �

6. Partially commutative groups (RAAGs)

We now show that the Diophantine Problem with abelianisation constraints is un-
decidable for RAAGs that are not abelian. The idea of the proof is, like in the free
group case, to find two sufficiently independent elements which can be manipulated
so that we can encode the ring pZ, ‘, dq in a RAAG. Finding two such elements is
more difficult than for free groups: we first need to find two sets of vertices/generators,
which we call weak modules, and then obtain the two abelian-primitive elements by
multiplying together all the elements in each weak module, respectively.
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6.1. Preliminaries on RAAGs. Let Γ be a finite, undirected graph with no auto-
adjacent vertices, and let GΓ be the partially commutative group or RAAG induced
by Γ (we refer to [7] for a thorough introduction to RAAGs). We identify the vertices
of Γ with the corresponding generators of GΓ. Given a vertex v P V Γ we let linkpvq
be the set of vertices adjacent to v, and we let starpvq “ tvu Y linkpvq. This notation
is extended to sets of vertices: if S Ď V Γ, then linkpSq “

Ş

vPS linkpvq and starpSq “
tSu Y linkpSq. A clique is a set of vertices S such that each vertex in S is adjacent to
all other vertices in S. Given an element g P GΓ, we let supppgq, the support of g be
the set of vertices v such that g “ g1vg2 for some g1, g2 P GΓ and g1vg2 is a geodesic,
that is, cannot be shortened by any group relations or free cancellations. This set is
well-defined. We define linkpgq and starpgq as linkpsupppgqq and starpsupppgqq.

Given v, u P V Γ we write v ď u if and only if starpvq Ď starpuq. This constitutes a
partial order on V Γ which has been frequently used in the study of RAAGs.

Definition 6.1.

(1) A pair of (not necessarily distinct) vertices v, u P V Γ is a weak pair if both v

and u are minimal with respect to ď, and starpvq “ starpuq.
(2) Let S be a non-empty set of minimal vertices in Γ such that any two vertices in

S form a weak pair, and such that S is maximal (with respect to set inclusion)
among all sets of vertices with these properties. Then S is a weak module.

It is immediate to check the following.

Lemma 6.2. Let S be a week module and v P S. Then

(i) S Ď starpvq “ starpSq,
(ii) S is a clique, and
(iii) if T is a weak module distinct from S, then S X T “ H.

Example 6.3. In the graph Γ1 we have starpaq Ă starpbq and starpdq Ă starpcq, so
a ď b, d ď c, the vertices a and d are minimal, and there are two weak modules S “ tau,
T “ tdu, each consisting of a single vertex.

Γ1 “ a b c d

In the graph Γ2 there are two weak modules: S “ ta, bu and T “ tdu.

Γ2 “ a c

✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁

d

b

Remark 6.4. Having weak modules with more than one vertex significantly increases
the complexity of the arguments. The reader may assume that every weak module
consists of a single minimal vertex, as in Γ1 above.

The following describes centralisers CGp¨q in RAAGs, first for vertices and then for
general elements.

Proposition 6.5 ([23]). Let G “ GΓ be a RAAG and let v be a vertex of Γ. Then CGpvq
is the subgroup of G generated by starpvq. More precisely, CGpvq “ xvy ˆ xlinkpvqy.
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A cyclically reduced element in a RAAG corresponds to a word w that cannot be
made shorter when cyclically permuting the letters of w and then applying free cancel-
lations and the group commuting relations. In [23] it is proved that for any cyclically
reduced element g in G there exist unique elements u1, . . . , um, which we call blocks,
and integers n1, . . . , nm such that rui, ujs “ 1 for all i, j and g “ un1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ unm
m . The latter

expression is called the block-decomposition of g.

Theorem 6.6 ([23]). Let G “ GΓ be a RAAG and let g P G. Let h P G be such that gh

is cyclically reduced, and let b1, . . . , bℓ P G be elements such that the block decomposition

of gh is bt1

1 . . . b
tℓ

ℓ . Then CGpgq “
`

Πℓ
i“1xbti

i y ˆ xlinkpb1, . . . , bℓqy
˘h´1

.

As already noted in Example 2.3, the following holds, and we will use it implicitly:

Remark 6.7. Let v P Γ be a vertex. Then the element v is abelian-primitive in GΓ.

6.2. Main result for partially commutative groups (or RAAGs). We next turn
to our main result about RAAGs, namely Theorem 6.14, which states that DPpGΓ, abq
is undecidable in any nonabelian RAAG.

Outline of the main proof. The proof of Theorem 6.14 is an involved reprisal of
the proof of undecidability of DPpF pΣq, abq, and we emphasise the parallels between
the two proofs in the next paragraphs. Our proof strategy is as follows.

Recall that if S Ď G is a subset of abelian-primitive elements of G, we let RS be
the binary relation defined in G by: g, h P G satisfy RS if and only if |g|s “ |h|s for all
s P S (see Definition 5.1). The key lemma of this section is Lemma 6.8. This states
that if S is a weak module, then RS is PE-definable in G. This is similar to the starting
point for the proof of undecidability of DPpF pΣq, abq, where we are able to PE-define
RS in pF pΣq, abq by means of centralisers (see the proof of Lemma 3.2). In the RAAG
case, however, we are forced to deal with a whole weak minimal module S, rather than
a single generator s. The proof is much simpler if we assume that GΓ has at least two
distinct weak modules consisting each of a single vertex.

Next, we show that we can assume GΓ has at least two distinct weak modules S, T

such that no vertex from S is adjacent to a vertex in T . The weak modules S and T

are similar to two generators s, t in the free group case, where the subgroups xsy, xty
served as proxies for Z. However, this cannot be identically replicated in a RAAG
simply with S and T since the latter are sets of vertices. For this reason we take the
“diagonal generators of S and T ”, namely h1 “

ś

vPS v and h2 “
ś

uPT u, as we explain
below.

In free groups we are able to PE-define the sets xsy, xty via the centralisers of s

and t and thus have “access” to the exponents of s and t, which serve as our Z. In
a RAAG the centraliser of h1 (similarly for h2) is more complicated: it has the form
xSy ˆ xlinkpSqy, with xSy – Z

|S|. Each one of these two factors presents a problem
which has no parallel with the proof in free groups. The second factor is dealt with,
roughly, by using the technical lemma Lemma 5.3. The main idea is that the elements
from xlinkpSqy never use any vertex from S or T , and thus eventually become irrelevant
in our arguments. Regarding the first factor xSy, to be able to read off the exponents
of hi within it, i “ 1, 2, we introduce the subgroup Gdiag,S,T defined as the set of
elements g of GΓ that satisfy Rdiag,S and Rdiag,T , where g satisfies Rdiag,S if and only
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if |g|s “ |g|s1 for all s, s1 P S (i.e. if it is a power of one of the “diagonal generators”
described above). In such a subgroup the centraliser of hi is xhiy ˆ xlinkpSqy.

We finally show that pGdiag,S,T , abq is PE-interpretable in pG, abq; thus it suffices to
prove that DPpGdiag,S,T , abq is undecidable. At this point we have two abelian-primitive
elements h1, h2 whose centralisers are almost as nicely behaved as in a free group,
and the proof can be finished by applying the technical Lemma 5.3, where its second
condition is seen to be met in Gdiag,S,T by inspecting the centralisers CGdiag,S,T

ph1gq,
with g ranging among all g P Gdiag,S1,S2

satisfying |g|h1
“ 0.

This concludes our intuitive explanation of the proof of Theorem 6.14. To prove this
result formally will require the following several lemmas.

Lemma 6.8. Let G “ GΓ, and let S be a weak module of Γ. Then the relation RS is
PE-definable in pG, abq.

Proof. Let R1
S refer to the unary relation satisfied by g P G if and only if |g|s “ 0 for

all s P S. Since | ¨ |s is additive, |k|s “ |h|s for k, h P G if and only if |kh´1|s “ 0,
so in order to show that RS is PE-definable in pG, abq it suffices to prove that R1

S is
PE-definable in pG, abq.

First we claim that there exist vertices u1, . . . , un P V Γ such that

V ΓzS “
n

ď

i“1

starpuiq.

Indeed, consider the set of vertices V ΓzstarpSq. For any w P V ΓzstarpSq we have that
starpwq X S “ H. Hence

ď

uPV ΓzstarpSq

starpuq Ď V ΓzS.

Now we prove that V ΓzS Ď YuPV ΓzstarpSqstarpuq: if w P V Γ does not belong to starpSq
then there is nothing to argue. If it does, then it belongs to linkpSq “ starpSqzS. Next
we show that starpwq Ę starpSq. Once this is shown, we obtain that w P linkpw1q for
any w1 P starpwqzstarpSq, and so w P YuPV ΓzstarpSqstarpuq, completing the proof of the
first claim of the lemma: indeed, we can take tu1, . . . , unu “ V ΓzstarpSq.

To prove that starpwq Ę starpSq, note that starpwq cannot be properly contained in
starpSq, since this would contradict the minimality of any of the vertices in S. Hence
either starpwq Ę starpSq or starpwq “ starpSq. In the latter case, w is a minimal
vertex since starpwq “ starpSq “ starpvq for any v P S and all such v’s are minimal.
This would contradict the fact that S is a weak module (since adding w to S would
result in a larger set of minimal vertices all of them having the same star), and so we
must have starpwq Ę starpSq, as required.

Our second claim is that an element x P G satisfies R1
S if and only if there exists

y P Πn
i“1CGpuiq such that abpxq “ abpyq, where the ui’s are the vertices from the

first claim of the present proof. Indeed, due to the first claim and by Proposition 6.5
about centralisers in RAAGs, any element in Πn

i“1CGpuiq “ Πn
i“1xstarpuiqy satisfies R1

S.
Conversely, if an element x belongs to xV ΓzSy, then x “ z1 . . . zkx

where zi P V ΓzS for
all i “ 1, . . . , kx, and again due to the first claim of the lemma and Proposition 6.5, we
have that for each zi there exists uji

such that zi P CGpuji
q “ xstarpuji

qy. Hence x P
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Πkx

i“1CGpuji
q, and so abpxq P Πn

i“1abpCGpuiqq. It follows that abpxq “ abpy1q . . . abpynq
for some yi P CGpuiq such that abpyiq P abpCGpuiqq (i “ 1, . . . , n). Thus it suffices to
take y “ y1 . . . , yn.

The lemma now follows immediately from the second claim and the fact that in any
group the centraliser of an element is PE-definable. �

It is important that GΓ does not decompose as a direct product. In this case the set
of minimal vertices of Γ satisfies certain favorable properties, as shown next.

Lemma 6.9. Let Γ be a graph and suppose that for any two weak modules S, T we have
starpSq X T ‰ H, i.e. some vertex of S is adjacent to some vertex of T (this includes
the case when Γ has only one weak module). Then GΓ “ xMy ˆ xV ΓzMy, where M is
the set of minimal vertices of Γ.

In particular, if GΓ is not a nontrivial direct product, then Γ has at least two distinct
weak modules S, T such that no vertex in S is adjacent to a vertex in T .

Proof. Suppose that for any two weak modules S, T , some vertex of S commutes with
some vertex of T . Since all vertices in a weak module have the same star, we have that
in this case, for any two weak modules S, T , all vertices of S commute with all vertices
of T . Hence M , which consists of the union of all weak modules, forms a clique.

Now observe that if u is an arbitrary vertex of Γ, then there exists a minimal vertex
v P M (v “ u if u P M) such that starpvq Ď starpuq since ď is a partial order in V Γ.
Since M Ď starpvq we have M Ď starpuq, so u is adjacent to every vertex in M . The
lemma follows. �

Lemma 6.10. Let S and T be two distinct weak modules of Γ such that no vertex in
S is adjacent to a vertex in T . Let S0 Ď S and T0 Ď T be two non-empty subsets of
S and T , and let g “

ś

vPS0
v, h “

ś

uPT0
u. Then CGΓpghq “ xghy ˆ xlinkpghqy, with

xlinkpghqy Ď xV ΓzpS Y T qy.

Proof. By the definition of S0 and T0 the element gh is cyclically reduced. Moreover,
there is no way to partition the support of gh, namely S0 Y T0, into two nonempty
distinct subsets of vertices A, B, such that each vertex in A commutes with B and
vice-versa. Hence by Theorem 6.6, we have CGΓpghq “ xghy ˆ xlinkpghqy. The last
part of the lemma follows from the assumption about S and T that no vertex in S is
adjacent to a vertex in T . �

Definition 6.11. If X is a subset of abelian-primitive elements of G, let Rdiag,X be
the unary relation defined as: g P G satisfies Rdiag,X if and only if |g|v “ |g|u for any
two v, u P X.

Note that if X has only one vertex then all g P G satisfy the relation Rdiag,X .

Lemma 6.12. Let Γ be a graph such that GΓ does not decompose as a nontrivial direct
product. Let S and T be two distinct weak modules of Γ such that no vertex from S is
adjacent to T (these exist by Lemma 6.9). Then the relations Rdiag,S and Rdiag,T are
PE-definable in pGΓ, abq.

Proof. Let w “
ś

vPS v and let u P T . Then Cpwuq “ xwuy ˆ xlinkpwuqy “ tpwuqt |
t P Zu ˆ xlinkpwuqy by Lemma 6.10. Notice that all elements in xwuy satisfy Rdiag,S
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and that no vertex from S Y T appears in the support of any element from xlinkpwuqy.
It follows that an element g P GΓ satisfies Rdiag,S if and only if there exists h P Cpwuq
such that |g|s “ |h|s for all s P S, i.e. if g, h satisfy the relation RS . Since RS is
PE-definable in pGΓ, abq by Lemma 6.8, Rdiag,S is also PE-definable in pGΓ, abq. �

Given two distinct weak modules S1, S2 of Γ, we let Gdiag,S1,S2
be the subset of

G “ GΓ formed by those elements of G satisfying the unary relations Rdiag,S1
, Rdiag,S2

:

Gdiag,S1,S2
“ tg P G | Rdiag,Si

pgq holds for i “ 1, 2u.

Recall RS , Rs1,s2
and Rdiag,S from Definition 5.1.

Lemma 6.13. Let Γ be a graph such that G “ GΓ does not decompose as a nontrivial
direct product, and let S1, S2 be two distinct weak modules of Γ such that no vertex from
S1 is adjacent to a vertex of S2. Then

(1) Gdiag,S1,S2
is a PE-definable subgroup of pG, abq,

(2) the elements h1 “
ś

wPS1
w and h2 “

ś

wPS2
w are abelian-primitive in Gdiag,S1,S2

,
and

(3) the relations Rh1
, Rh2

, Rh1,h2
are PE-definable in pGdiag,S1,S2

, abq.

Proof.

(1) The set Gdiag,S1,S2
is closed under multiplication, and thus a subgroup, by the

additivity of the maps |¨|s (Lemma 2.7); furthermore, Gdiag,S1,S2
is PE-definable

in pG, abq by Lemma 6.12.
(2) Next we show that hi “

ś

wPSi
w is abelian-primitive in Gdiag,S1,S2

for i “ 1, 2.
Let ab be the natural projection of G onto its abelianisation. We first note that
any element g of Gdiag,S1,S2

can be written uniquely in the following form:

g “ h
n1pgq
1 h

n2pgq
2

¨

˝

ź

vPV ΓzpS1YS2q

vnvpgq

˛

‚c

for some n1pgq, n2pgq, nvpgq P Z (v P V ΓzpS1 Y S2q) and some c P G1 (this can
be seen by projecting g onto abpGq and rearranging the generators).

Let abdiag,S1,S2
be the projection of Gdiag,S1,S2

onto its abelianisation. We
claim that

xabdiag,S1,S2
ph1qy X xabdiag,S1,S2

pth2u Y V ΓzpS1 Y S2qqy “ 1.

Note that once this claim is proved we will have shown that h1 is abelian-
primitive. To prove the claim, note that for any abdiag,S1,S2

pgq in this intersec-
tion we have

h
´n1pgq
1 “ h

n2pgq
2

´

ΠV ΓzpS1YS2qv
nvpgq

¯

c

for some c P kerpabdiag,S1,S2
q “ G1

diag,S1,S2
Ď G1. The additivity of the maps

| ¨ |u (u P V Γ) now implies that we must have n1pgq “ n2pgq “ nvpgq “ 0 for all
v. The claim follows. The argument for h2 is analogous.

(3) That Rhi
(i “ 1, 2) is PE-definable in pGdiag,S1,S2

, abq follows from the fact
that a pair of elements g, h P Gdiag,S1,S2

satisfies Rhi
if and only if they satisfy

R1
hi

, as defined at the beginning of the proof Lemma 6.8; by that proof R1
hi

is
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PE-definable in pG, abq, and since Gdiag,S1,S2
is PE-definable in pG, abq we have

that R1
hi

, and therefore Rhi
, is also PE-definable in pGdiag,S1,S2

, abq.
To PE-define the relation Rh1,h2

in pGdiag,S1,S2
, abq, observe that two elements

x, y P Gdiag,S1,S2
satisfy this relation if and only if there exists an element

z P xh1h2y ˆ xlinkph1h2qy such that the pair x, z satisfies Rh1
and the pair y, z

satisfies Rh2
(this is because |z|h1

“ |z|h2
for all z P xh1h2yˆxlinkph1h2qy, since

no vertex from S1 Y S2 belongs to linkph1h2q by assumption).
Next we claim that

xh1h2y ˆ xlinkph1h2qy “ CGdiag,S1,S2
ph1h2q.

Indeed, h1h2 is cyclically reduced, and because any vertex in S1 is not adjacent
to any vertex in S2, the block decomposition of h1h2 consists of one block. Then
the claim follows from Theorem 6.6. The claim shows that xh1h2yˆxlinkph1h2qy
is PE-definable in pGdiag,S1,S2

, abq. This, together with the fact that Rh1
and

Rh2
are PE-definable in pGdiag,S1,S2

, abq, implies that Rh1,h2
is also PE-definable

in pGdiag,S1,S2
, abq, as required.

�

Combining all the lemmas in this section leads to the main result for RAAGs (see
the outline of the proof at the beginning of this section):

Theorem 6.14. Let G “ GΓ be a RAAG such that G is not abelian. Then DPpG, abq
is undecidable.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number n of vertices of Γ. The base case n “ 2
only allows for G to be a free group, and by Theorem 3.3 DPpG, abq is undecidable
in this case. Assume n ą 2 and G does not decompose as a nontrivial direct product;
then Γ has two distinct weak modules S1, S2 such that no vertex from S1 is adjacent
to a vertex from S2 by Lemma 6.9.

We will apply Lemma 5.3 to the subgroup Gdiag,S1,S2
and the abelian-primitive ele-

ments h1, h2, where h1 “
ś

wPS1
w, h2 “

ś

wPS2
w. By Proposition 2.15 (on reduction

of Diophantine problems) the undecidability of DPpGdiag,S1,S2
, abq will imply the un-

decidability of DPpG, abq since Gdiag,S1,S2
is PE-definable in pG, abq (Lemma 6.13).

Condition (1) of Lemma 5.3 is satisfied because the relations Rh1
, Rh2

, and Rh1,h2
are

PE-definable in pGdiag,S1,S2
, abq by Lemma 6.13(3). We next establish that condition

(2) of Lemma 5.3 is satisfied. To simplify the notation we use Gd instead of Gdiag,S1,S2

throughout the rest of the proof. Let Khi
ď Gd be the subgroup consisting of those

g P Gd such that |g|hi
“ 0 (i “ 1, 2), and let Kh1,h2

“ Kh1
X Kh2

. Observe that
these subgroups are all PE-definable in pGd, abq because the relations Rhi

are. In
order to apply Lemma 5.3 to Gd it remains to see that there exists a disjunction of
systems of equations

Žm
i“1 Σipz, x, y1, . . . , ynq on variables z, x, y1, . . . , yn, such that for

any b P Kh1
there exists hb P Gd so that

Žm
i“1 Σipb, x, y1, . . . , ynq PE-defines the set

h´1
b tph1h

|b|h2

2 qt | t P ZuKh1,h2
hb in pGd, abq. To prove this, we will show that

(6) CGd
ph1bqKh1,h2

“ h´1
b tph1h

|b|h2

2 qt | t P ZuKh1,h2
hb,
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for a certain hb. That is, modulo Kh1,h2
, the centraliser of h1b is a conjugate of the set

tph1h
|b|h2

2 qt | t P Zu. Once this is proved, we can take the expression

x “ x1x2 ^ rx1, h1bs “ 1 ^ x2 P Kh1,h2

and rewrite it as a disjunction of system of equations (for this, we replace x2 P Kh1,h2
for

the disjunction of systems of equations that PE-define Kh1,h2
in pGd, abq, obtaining a

positive existential formula; then we convert this formula into an equivalent disjunction
of systems of equations).

Let b P Kh1
, and let hb P Gd be such that h´1

b ph1bqhb “ ph1bqhb is cyclically reduced.

Let bn1

1 . . . bnr
r be the block decomposition of ph1bqhb . By Theorem 6.6

CGd
ph1bq “ CGph1bq X Gd “ pCGpbn1

1 . . . bnr
r qqh´1

b X Gd

“

˜

r
ź

i“1

xbni

i yG ˆ xlinkpb1 . . . brqyG

¸h´1

b

X Gd,

where by x¨yG we mean generation in the group G (as opposed to Gd).
Since b P Kh1

ď Gd, no vertex from S1 belongs to the support of b, so |ph1bqhb |h1
“ 1

by the additivity of | ¨ |h1
. Moreover, by the definition of weak module, a vertex u P V Γ

is adjacent to a vertex v P S1 if and only if u is adjacent to all vertices of S1. This
means that one of the two following scenarios hold:

(i) If supppph1bqhbq contains a vertex not in S1 and not adjacent to any vertex u

in S1, then all vertices from S1 appear in the same block, say b1, together with
the vertex u. In particular, if some vertices of S2 belong to supppph1bqhbq, then
they appear only in the block b1 (because by assumption no vertex from S2 is
adjacent to a vertex from S1).

(ii) If, on the contrary, all vertices not in S1 in the support of ph1bqhb commute
with some vertex of S1, then the support of ph1bqhb forms a clique in Γ and
S2 X supppph1bqhbq “ H.

In the first case (Item (i)) we can write b1 “ h1h
|b1|h2

2 k for some k P Kh1,h2
(this

is because we can project b1 onto the abelianisation G{G1, order the h1, h2’s towards
the left, and “pull” the resulting expression back into Gd by adding a commutator

element, obtaining b1 “ h1h
|b1|h2

2 rc, where r P Kh1,h2
and c P G1; now since G1 ď Kh1,h2

we obtain the desired expression). This way ph1bqhb “ ph1h
|b1|h2

2 kqn1bn2

2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bnr
r . Note

that n1 “ 1 because |h1b|h1
“ 1. Since all vertices from S2 belonging to supppph1bqhbq

must appear in the first block, we have bn2

2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bnr
r P Kh1,h2

(†). From this it follows that
CGph1bq ď Gd, and so CGd

ph1bq “ CGph1bq. Temporarily writing L “ xlinkpb1 . . . brqyG
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we obtain

CGd
ph1bqKh1,h2

“ CGph1bqKh1,h2

˚
“

˜˜

r
ź

i“1

xbni

i yG ˆ L

¸

Kh1,h2

¸h´1

b

“

˜

r
ź

i“1

xbni

i yGLKh1,h2

¸h´1

b

˚˚
“ pxb1yKh1,h2

qh´1

b

“
´

xh1h
|b1|h2

2 kyKh1,h2

¯h´1

b

“
´

xh1h
|b1|h2

2 yKh1,h2

¯h´1

b

,

where for
˚
“ we used the normality of Kh1,h2

to move the conjugator h´1
b outside the

expression, and for
˚˚
“ we used (†), plus the fact that no vertex from S1 is adjacent to

any vertex from S2, which implies LKh1,h2
“ Kh1,h2

. This completes the Item (i).

In the second case (Item (ii)) each vertex in supppph1b1qhbq is its own block. In this
case, letting U :“ supppph1b1qhbqzpS1 Y S2q “ supppph1bqhbqzS1 gives

CGd
ph1bqKh1,h2

“

¨

˝

˜

ź

vPS1

xvyG

ź

uPU

xuyG ˆ L

¸h´1

b
č

Gd

˛

‚Kh1,h2

“

˜

ź

vPS1

xvyG

ź

uPU

xuyGKh1,h2

¸h´1

b
č

GdKh1,h2

“

˜

ź

vPS1

xvyGKh1,h2

¸h´1

b
č

GdKh1,h2

“ hbxh1yGKh1,h2
h´1

b ,

where the last equality follows from the aditivity of the maps | ¨ |si
, and where we have

used again that LKh1,h2
“ Kh1,h2

. This completes the proof of Item (ii); moreover, we
have proved that the second part of Lemma 5.3 holds for Gd.

Finally, observe that |b1|h2
“ |b|h2

, which proves (6). Hence Lemma 5.3 applies and
therefore DPpGdiag,S1,S2

, abq is undecidable. Thus DPpG, abq is undecidable if Γ has
more than two vertices and G does not decompose as a nontrivial direct product.

In the case where G decomposes as a nontrivial direct product, G “ GΓ – G∆1 ˆ
G∆2 for some graphs ∆1, ∆2, each with strictly fewer vertices than Γ. Since G is
assumed to not be free abelian, either G∆1 or G∆2 is not free abelian; now we can use
the induction hypothesis to obtain that DPpG∆1, abq or DPpG∆2, abq is undecidable.
Then DPpG, abq is undecidable by Lemma 2.11. �

7. Hyperbolic groups with first Betti number ě 2

In this section we study the problem DpG, abq when G is a hyperbolic group. We show
that if the abelianisation of G has (torsion-free) rank ě 2 (or equivalently, b1pGq ě 2)
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then this problem is undecidable. The case when the rank is 0 (equivalently, G has
finite abelianisation) is covered in Section 4. In the latter case DpG, abq is decidable.

The case when G has b1pGq “ 1 remains an open problem.

7.1. Preliminary results on PE-interpretability. The following lemmas establish
some basic results that will be needed in the present section.

Lemma 7.1. Let H ď K ď G be subgroups of a group G. Suppose that H has finite
index in K and H is PE-interpretable in G. Then K is PE-interpretable in G.

Proof. Let k1, . . . , kt P K be such that K is the disjoint union of the cosets k1H, . . . , ktH.
Each of these cosets is PE-interpretable in G, so K is also PE-interpretable in G. �

Recall that a verbal subgroup of a group G is a subgroup H for which there exists
a word wpx1, . . . , xnq P F px1, . . . , xnq such that H “ xwpg1, . . . , gnq | g1, . . . , gn P Gy.
Such group is said to have finite verbal width if there exists an integer N such that
all elements of H can be written as a product of at most N elements of the form
wpg1, . . . , gnq or wpg1, . . . , gnq´1, (g1, . . . , gn P G). It is well-known [16, Section 2.3]
that any subgroup H of G with finite verbal width is definable in G by a single equation.
In particular, it is PE-definable and PE-interpretable in G. We will use this fact in the
next lemma.

Lemma 7.2. Let G be a virtually polycyclic group, and let H be a finite index subgroup
of G. Then H is PE-interpretable in G.

Proof. Let s be the index of H in G, and let Gs be the verbal subgroup of G given by
the word wpxq “ xs, i.e. the subgroup generated by tgs | g P Gu.

Since G is verbally elliptic (i.e. all verbal subgroups of G have finite verbal width)
[22], we have that Gs is e-interpretable in G [16, Section 2.3]. Note also that Gs is
normal in G and that A “ G{Gs is a virtually polycyclic group that is periodic, i.e. with
all elements of finite order We claim that A “ G{Gs is finite, as follows. By Lemma
7.1, it is enough to assume that A is polycyclic. Let d be the length of a subnormal
series A “ Ad ą Ad´1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą A0 “ 1 of A with cyclic factors. The statement is clear if
d “ 1. If d ą 1 then Ad´1 is finite by induction, and moreover A{Ad´1 is finite because
A is periodic, hence A{Ad´1 is also periodic, and because A{Ad´1 is cyclic. Hence A

is a finite-by-finite group, hence finite.
Thus Gs has finite index in G, and therefore in H. Now the subgroups Gs ď H ď G

satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 7.1. Hence H is PE-interpretable in G. �

Lemma 7.3. Let G be a group and let g P G be an element of infinite order. Suppose
the centralizer of g is virtually Z. Then xgy – Z is PE-interpretable in G.

Proof. Since xgy – Z and CGpgq is virtually infinite cyclic, xgy is a finite index subgroup
of CGpgq, and so xgy is definable in CGpgq by positive existential formulas by Lemma
7.2. Since CGpgq is e-definable in G, we have that xgy is PE-definable in G. �

Recall that by Rs we denote the binary relation satisfied by two elements g, h such
that |g|s “ |h|s, for s an abelian-primitive element.

Lemma 7.4. Let G be a group with finite generating set S. Suppose all generators
have infinite order, and virtually Z centralisers. Then for any abelian-primitive s P S

the relation Rs is PE-interpretable in pG, abq.
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Proof. Let s P S be abelian-primitive. By Lemma 2.7, two elements g, h P G satisfy
Rspg, hq if and only if |gh´1|s “ 0. Hence it suffices to prove that the predicate |x|s “ 0
for x P G is PE-interpretable in pG, abq.

Note that an element x P G satisfies |x|s “ 0 if and only if there exists y P
ś

tPSztsuxty

such that abpxq “ abpyq. Since for every t P S the group xty is PE-interpretable in G

by Lemma 7.3 and S is finite, we get that
ś

tPSztsuxty is PE-interpretable in G. Hence,

tx P G | |x|s “ 0u is PE-interpretable in pG, abq, and so is Rs. �

Lemma 7.5. Let G and S be as in Lemma 7.4. Let s, t P S be two abelian-primitive
elements with xabpsq, abptqy – Z

2, and assume the centraliser of st is virtually Z.
Then Rs,tp¨, ¨q is PE-interpretable in pG, abq.

Proof. By Remark 2.5 st has infinite order. It follows from Lemma 2.7 that g, h P G

satisfy Rs,tp¨, ¨q if and only if there exists some x P xsty such that |g|s “ |x|s and
|h|t “ |x|t.

The result follows since the relations |g|s “ |x|s and |h|t “ |x|t are PE-interpretable
in pG, abq by Lemma 7.4 and because xsty is PE-definable in G by Lemma 7.3. �

7.2. Main results on hyperbolic groups. We begin with some preliminary results.
In the proof of Lemma 7.9 we will use two related, but not equivalent notions, those
of primitive and abelian-primitive elements (the latter introduced in Definition 2.2). A
primitive element in a hyperbolic group is one of infinite order that is not a non-trivial
power of another element. This terminology is relatively standard in the literature,
although sometimes ‘strongly primitive’ is used instead of ‘primitive.’

Remark 7.6. An abelian-primitive element (see Definition 2.2) is in fact always prim-
itive: it clearly has infinite order, and it cannot be a non-trivial power because its
abelianisation would not generate a direct factor of Gab. However, a primitive element
is not always abelian-primitive, since its abelianisation might be of finite order.

The following result is well-known (see, for example, [20, Theorem 4.3]).

Lemma 7.7. Let G be a hyperbolic group, and let g P G be an element of infinite order.
Then the centraliser Cpgq is virtually Z. If, additionally, g is a primitive element, then
the centraliser Cpgq “ xgy ˆ Tg for some finite group Tg.

The following lemma is essential for establishing Theorem 7.10.

Lemma 7.8. Let G be a hyperbolic group. Then there exists a basis S of G consisting
entirely of loxodromic (infinite-order) elements.

Proof. Fix any finite generating set X “ tx1, . . . xnu of G. By [4], hyperbolic groups
have the property Pnaive: for any finite set F Ă Gzt1u and element f P F there exists
an element gF P G of infinite order such that for each f P F the subgroup xf, gF y,
generated by f and gF , is canonically isomorphic to the free product xfy ˚ xgF y.

Let g0 :“ gX be the infinite order element we can associate to the finite generating
set X to satisfy Pnaive, and let gi “ g0xi, i “ 1, . . . , n (we may instead let gi “ xi if xi

has infinite order, and gi “ g0xi otherwise). Since each xxi, g0y – xxiy ˚ xg0y is a free
product, the element gi must have infinite order, as it does not belong to any of the
factor groups. It is now easy to see that the set S “ tg0, g1, . . . , gnu is a generating set
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consisting only of infinite order elements: we have already showed all gi have infinite
order, and since we can write every initial generator xi P X as xi “ pg0q´1gi, we can
express any element in G in terms of the elements in S. �

Next, Lemma 7.9 establishes condition (2) of Lemma 5.3 for hyperbolic groups. Re-
call that for any ts1, . . . , snu Ă G, the set Ks1,...,sn :“ tg P G | |g|si

“ 0, @i “ 1, . . . , nu
is a normal subgroup of G (see Lemma 5.2). Furthermore, in the proof of Lemma 7.9
we consider the supremum of the finite subgroup sizes in G, given by

(7) M “ MpGq :“ supt|F | | |F | ă 8, F ď Gu.

By [5, III.Γ.Theorem 3.2], M is finite.

Lemma 7.9. Let G be a hyperbolic group with generating set S and suppose all gen-
erators in S have infinite order. Let s1, s2 P S be two abelian-primitive elements with
xabps1q, abps2qy – Z

2.
Then there exists a disjunction of systems of equations

m
ł

i“1

Σipz, x, y1, . . . , ynq

on variables z, x, y1, . . . , yn, such that for all g P Ks1
the disjunction of systems of

equations
Žm

i“1 Σipg, x, y1, . . . , ynq PE-defines the set

tps1s
|g|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2

in pG, abq.

Proof. Fix g P Ks1
, that is, |g|s1

“ 0. We claim that s1g is a primitive element. Indeed,
the projection of abps1gq onto xabps1qy is abps1q, which is of infinite order because s1 is
abelian-primitive. So abps1gq, and thus s1g, has infinite order. Moreover, if s1g were
a non-trivial power of another element, then the projection of abps1gq onto xabps1qy
would be a non-trivial power. But this projection is abps1q, as discussed above; since s1

is abelian-primitive, s1 must be primitive by Remark 7.6, so abps1q cannot be a power,
and neither can s1g. This proves the claim.

Since s1g is a primitive element, Lemma 7.7 implies that Cps1gq “ xs1gy ˆ Ts1g for

some finite subgroup Ts1g. Note that Cps1gq|Ts1g| “ xps1gq|Ts1g|y and

xs1gy “

|Ts1g|´1
ď

i“0

ps1gqixps1gq|Tg |y “

|Ts1g |´1
ď

i“0

ps1gqiCps1gq|Ts1g|.

Hence xs1gy is PE-defined in G by the following disjunction of systems of equations on
variables x, z:

|Ts1g|´1
ł

i“0

´

px “ ps1gqiz|Ts1g|q ^ prz, s1gs “ 1q
¯

.

Let M be as in (7). Then M ě |Ts1g|, and the following disjunction of equations still
PE-defines xs1gy in G:

M
ł

i“0

´

px “ ps1gqiz|Ts1g |q ^ prz, s1gs “ 1q
¯

.
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Since G1 ď Ks for any abelian-primitive element s, for each g P Ks1
we can write a

unique expression of the form g “ s
|g|s2

2 r for some r P Ks1,s2
(indeed, we can project g

onto G{G1, arrange all generators together, and then “pull back” g into G by adding a
commutator, which belongs to Ks1,s2

, to the right-hand side). Now we have

tps1gqt | t P Zu “ tps1s
|g|s2

2 rqt | t P Zu.

And so, since Ks1,s2
is normal,

tps1gqt | t P ZuKs1,s2
“ tps1s

|g|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2
.

By Lemma 7.4, since both s1, s2 are abelian-primitive elements and all generators of
G are assumed to have infinite order (and all centralisers of primitive elements in
a hyperbolic group are virtually Z), it follows that both relations Rs1

, Rs2
are PE-

interpretable in pG, abq. Furthermore, Lemma 7.5 implies that the relation Rs1,s2
is

PE-interpretable in pG, abq since s1s2 has infinite order (this is a particular case of the
first claim in the present proof) and virtually Z centraliser. This shows that Ks1,s2

is
PE-definable in pG, abq.

Let Φpw, w1, . . . , wmq be a disjunction of systems of equations PE-defining Ks1,s2
in

G, so that g P G belongs to Ks1,s2
if and only if Φpg, w1, . . . , wmq has a solution on the

variables w1, . . . , wm. Then the following formula, once written in an equivalent form

of a disjunction of systems of equations, PE-defines tps1s
|g|s2

2 qt | t P ZuKs1,s2
in pG, abq:

«

N
ł

i“0

´

px “ ps1gqiz|Ts1g|wq ^ prz, s1gs “ 1q
¯

ff

^ Φpw, w1, . . . , wmq.

�

Theorem 7.10. Let G be a hyperbolic group with infinite abelianisation of torsion-free
rank ě 2. Then DPpG, abq is undecidable.

Proof. By Lemma 7.8 we can find a basis S of G with all generators of infinite order.
Moreover, suppose that s1, s2 are two elements in G such that their abelianisation
generates a free rank-2 group in the abelianisation Gab, that is, xabps1q, abps2qy – Z

2.
Such elements exist because b1pGq ě 2 by hypothesis. Add these two elements to the
generating set S and consider the new generating set X “ S Y ts1, s2u.

Finally we apply Lemma 5.3 to G. By Lemma 7.7 all the centralisers of the generators
in the set X are virtually Z, so we can apply Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 to the abelian
- primitive elements s1, s2; these imply that Rs1

, Rs2
, Rs1,s2

are PE-interpretable in
pG, abq, establishing part (1) of Lemma 5.3. Then Lemma 7.9 guarantees that condition
(2) of Lemma 5.3 holds as well, picking hg to be trivial. Hence the theorem follows. �

Remark 7.11. Notice that to prove Theorem 7.10 we have applied the general tech-
nical Lemma 5.3. In the case of hyperbolic groups the conjugating elements hg from
Lemma 5.3 (3) do not occur, while they were ubiquitous when proving our analogous
results for RAAGs. The role of hg is different for the two classes of groups due to
the structure of the centralisers: in a RAAG any centraliser is the conjugate of the
centraliser of the corresponding cyclically reduced element (see Theorem 6.6), while in
hyperbolic groups the centralisers have a much nicer form, as described in Lemma 7.7.
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The results of this section can be generalised to relatively hyperbolic groups, in
particular to any group G that is torsion-free and hyperbolic with respect to virtually
abelian (parabolic) subgroups. To start with, work of Dahmani [9] shows that such
groups have decidable Diophantine Problem, so it is interesting to ask whether any
of the extensions of DPpGq are decidable or not. One can follow the strategy in this
section to show that DPpG, abq is undecidable if b1pGq ě 2. First of all, one can
find a generating set consisting entirely of hyperbolic elements (that is, elements that
are not conjugate to any of the parabolic subgroup elements) by following the same
arguments as in the proof of Lemma 7.8. Since hyperbolic elements have virtually cyclic
centralisers [20], Lemmas 7.3 through 7.9 apply; one can add a pair of abelian-primitive
elements that are hyperbolic to the basis, as in the proof of Theorem 7.10, to get that
DPpG, abq is undecidable. This will apply, in particular, to limit groups, which are
torsion-free and relatively hyperbolic with respect to free abelian subgroups.

8. Conclusions and open questions

Motivated by the the vast literature on word equations with length constraints in
the context of free semigroups, in this paper we started a systematic study of the
Diophantine Problem with length constraints in groups, focusing on the constraints
that require the solutions to satisfy a system of equations in the abelianisation of the
group; this is akin to imposing Parikh - type constraints or adding abelian predicates
to the existential theory of semigroups.

There are clear parallels between the decidability results for semigroups versus
groups. For example, the proofs that the Diophantine Problem with abelianisation
constraints (DP , ab) is undecidable follow a similar pattern for free semigroups and
groups. In both cases we follow the strategy of Büchi and Senger [6] to encode the
ring of integers into (DP , ab), phrasing this into the more elegant, abstract and general
language of interpretability, which then allows us to deal with classes of groups beyond
the free ones. We hope the framework of interpretability and further tools from model
theory can lead to further applications and answer some of the questions below.

Problem 1. Is (DP, ab) decidable for partially commutative semigroups?
While using interpretability via equations to encode the ring of integers into the

algebraic structures we consider, it became clear that the algebraic properties of semi-
groups often require a different approach compared to groups. A prime example is
that our strategy for RAAGs was not immediately applicable to partially commutative
semigroups (also called ‘trace monoids’). The main reason for this is the reliance of our
arguments on the normality of certain subgroups, a concept not available in a monoid.

Problem 2. Is (DP, ab) decidable for graph products of monoids or groups?
Trace monoids and RAAGs are examples of graph products of monoids and groups,

respectively. We expect that at least in the group case our ‘General technical lemma’
(Lemma 5.3) applies.

Problem 3. Is (DP, ab) decidable for hyperbolic groups with b1 “ 1?
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We showed in this paper that if the abelianisation is finite, then (DP, ab) is decidable,
while the opposite holds if b1 ą 1, so the rank 1 case lies between decidability and
undecidability.

Problem 4. There are other intriguing groups where the abelianisation has torsion-
free rank “ 1, such as the Baumslag–Solitar groups BSp1, nq, or the braid group on
three strands xa, b | aba “ baby (or more generally, odd dihedral Artin groups). In all
these cases DP is known to be decidable, but (DP , ab) remains open.
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